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Project Experience
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Work Experience

Lorem ipsum

MADELINE JENSEN

Education
Savannah College of Art 
and Design (SCAD)
Savannah, GA

Intended BFA 
Interior Design 
May 2022

Current GPA: 4.0

Pounce Cat Café
Shift Lead + Cat Caretaker         2018-Present 
 

Skil ls

SCAD Interior Design Organization
Member since 2018

Tau Sigma Delta Honor Society in Architecture 
and Allied Arts 
Board Member - Social Media Director

-  Recognized for intellectual achievement, effort and initiative 
    as well as leadership and character

-  Revit

-  Photoshop

-  Illustrator

-  Enscape

-  Lumion

-  Powerpoint

Contact

-  Hand Rendering

-  Concept Development

-  Graphic Design

-  Hand Drawing

Awards
-  Tau Sigma Delta Honor Society

-  SCAD Academic Scholarship

-  SCAD Achievement Scholarship

-  Dean’s List Honors

Software skills

Design skills

-  Interacting with customers to ensure their visit is pleasant and 
    memorable while learning about potential adopters to match 
    them with the perfect kitty!
-  Maintaining the cats well-being and coordinating potential  
    adoptions and cat care with the local Humane Society

Pelindaba Lavender
Sales Associate + Display Management      2020-Present 
 

-  Creating seasonal displays in order to highlight certain products
-  Assisting customers with shopping and online orders, and
    solving problems revolving around consumer purchases

Boutique Hotel Design
SCAD | Savannah, GA                 Fall 2020
 

-  Concept development based on collaborative client and user 
    research and actualizing a consistent mood for the project 
-  Implementing universal design strategies through floor, wall and  
    ceiling design
-  Modeling in Revit and final renderings using Enscape

BRASSELER USA x SCADPro 48-hour Design Challenge
SCAD | Savannah, GA          February 2021
 

-  Collaborating virtually with a team of fourteen students across  
    various concentrations to create an overall concept for the project  
-  Leading a five-person interior design team in creating concept
    imagery, furniture plans, and interior views
-  Listening to client’s initial thoughts as well as revisions given at
    midpoint check-in and successfully implementing their feedback 
    in final deliverables

(919) 360 6512


